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Based on the fact that antagonists at the glutamatergic

N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor cause psychosis, a

dysfunction of the glutamate system has been proposed to

play a role in schizophrenia and major depression. In a

detailed review, Hashimoto et al. [1] compared schizo-

phrenia add-on treatments with glycine, D-serine, D-alanine,

D-cycloserine, D-amino acid oxidase inhibitors and recently

glycine transporter inhibitors as well as modulators of

group II metabotropic glutamate receptors, which have

shown to improve function of the NMDA receptor and

exert effects on negative symptoms and cognition. In

depression, an overactive glutamate system has been sug-

gested due to magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)

studies reporting increased levels of glutamine/glutamate

in the frontal and occipital cortex. Concordantly, NMDA

receptor antagonists, partial antagonists at the glycine site

of the receptor, metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR)

2/3 and mGluR5 allosteric modulators have been proven to

be effective in animal models and first clinical trials. In the

need of innovative treatment approaches in major psychi-

atric disorders, such investigations should be encouraged

and may lead to new add-on therapeutic strategies. A

dysregulation of the glutamate system has been implicated

in autism as well. In a MRS study at 4 Tesla measuring

glutamate levels more accurately, Joshi et al. [2] compared

patients suffering from autistic disorder to healthy controls.

They found higher glutamate levels in the anterior cingu-

late cortex and a similar trend in the right medial temporal

lobe in autism, indicating higher glutamate activity in these

patients. Since many risk genes are targeting the glutamate

system, in larger study effects of polymorphisms should be

investigated.

The cytochrome P450 oxidase group is involved in the

metabolism of antidepressants. In treatment-resistant

depression, suicidality has been associated with the cyto-

chrome P450 metabolizer status. Höfer et al. [3] investi-

gated the impact of cytochrome P450 genes on suicide

attempts and suicide risk in treatment-resistant major

depression. No association has been found after corrections

for multiple testing, but results should be verified in a

larger sample. In contrast, Antypa et al. [4] found varia-

tions in three monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) genes to be

associated with higher levels of outwardly expressed anger

in male suicidal patients. They suggest MAOA genes to be

related to impulsivity, anger and aggression, which are risk

factors for suicidality. Recent studies reported a potential

association of polymorphisms in brain-derived neurotro-

phic factor (BDNF) genes with worse treatment outcome in

patients with melancholic depression. Musil et al. [5]

genotyped three BDNF polymorphisms in 324 patients

with major depression and 470 healthy controls. No asso-

ciations with diagnosis have been detected, but in ten-

dency, rs6265 was associated with treatment response.

However, this investigation is a pilot study and needs

replication in larger patient samples to receive more reli-

able results.

Since inpatients with depression tend to high relapse

rates and chronicity, in a prospective study, Kuehner and

Huffziger [6] identified predictors for outcome such as

psychosocial functioning, depression levels at discharge

and unsatisfactory relationships within the support net-

work. The authors assume a need of treatment until full

remission plus individual psychological interventions.

Furthermore, affective disorders are associated with an
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increased mortality risk. In a until 2009 conducted follow-

up study of 403 inpatients with affective disorders between

1959 and 1963 at the Psychiatric hospital of Zurich Uni-

versity in the last 5 decades, Angst et al. [7] show that

patients with mania had the highest mortality ratio for

cardiovascular deaths and the group with major depression

for deaths by suicide. Interestingly, diagnosis-dependent,

long-term medication had a protective effect against mor-

tality. Psychosocial stress and socioeconomic status again

seem to influence the risk of suicide. Fountoulakis et al. [9]

report low suicidal rates in Greece between 2000 and 2011

and no relationship to socioeconomic environment. They

suggest no increase in suicidality during the economic

crisis. Nevertheless, further investigations of the years

2012–2013 are warranted. Childhood maltreatment and

low socioeconomic status have detrimental effects on adult

mental health and cognitive performance. In 94 healthy

monocygotic twin pairs, Goldberg et al. [8] found effects of

childhood maltreatment on memory to be evident in the

high, but not in the low socioeconomic group. The results

suggest that a rather stressful environmental enrichment

may provide a more stable context and that effects of

environmental enrichment on mental health should be

investigated in more detail.
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